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Abstract— In-database machine learning has been very popular, almost being a cliche. In spite of being so popular, there exists a
lack of awareness and following about the latest innovations and trends of utilizing in-database machine learning to overcome the
drawbacks of a traditional data science workflow. This survey consolidates a few instances of work done in the latest and greatest
research avenues which have thoroughly exploited the possibilities that come forth while using an in-database ML workflow to solve
problems that are faced by its traditional counterpart. We will be discussing about the benefits of in-database ML and will also discuss
in detail about some of the optimized implementations of it which have successfully utilized itsbenefits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A database is defined as an organized collection of data, generally stored and accessed electronically from a computer system. The
Database Management System (DBMS) is the software that interacts with end users, applications, and the database itself to capture
and analyze the data. [7,12] The DBMS software additionally, encompasses the core facilities provided to administer the database.
Computer scientists may classify database-management systems according to the database models that they support. Relational
Databases Management Systems (RDBMS) became dominant in the 1980s. These model data as rows and columns in a series of
tables, and the vast majority use Structured Query Language for writing and querying data. In the 2000s, non-relational databases
became popular, referred to as NoSQL because they use different query languages. [7,12] One of the most critical components in
machine learning projects is the DBMS. With the help of this system, a large number of data can be sorted and one can gain
meaningful insights fromthem.
[13] It is a foundational block within the data science / machine learning workflow as all the data queries and exchanges involve the
DBMS. [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7] As the data-science application grows to be more expansive and the queries get more elaborate and
complex, the process requires frequent movement of data from database engines to analytical engines, which adds an excessive
overhead on data scientists and becomes a performance bottleneck for model training.[3] The most obvious solution to this
bottlenecking problem isInDatabase Machine learning, i.e. implementing machine learning natively within the DBMS. [3] In-Database Machine Learning
serves to aid the elimination of the data-overhead by applying intelligent data-processing within the database. Technological
benefits include:


Fast Data Prep – Analytics databases have things like joining datasets, feature engineering, eliminating
outliers, missing value imputation, etc. down pat.[11]



More Efficient Processing – Combining the computation engine and data storage management system eliminates
the need to move data between a database and a statistical analysis tool. Moving your data around and transforming
it costs CPU, IO, time, and money.[11]



Production Ready – You won’t have to redo all the work you did experimenting, training and testing, in some
completely different technology to make it production ready.[11]



No Need to Down-sample – Train and test models on the data right where it sits. No need to pull out something you
hope is a representative sample to put it in some other technology you hope can handle the volume. [11]

This impact and benefits all the nodes within the ecosystems that utilize any form of database software:


For line of business people, these advantages mean you get your measurable results from machine learning projects
faster. Easy prototyping of predictive models means the gap between ideation and practical application is greatly
reduced. New ideas can be implemented and put into action, and your business gets incremental ROI quicklyand
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continuously. No waiting for months and months to see any return.[10]


For data scientists and data analysts, save overhead and time, and gain ease of use. Most of this work is done
through a basic SQL interface that you are already likely to be familiar with. Managing models is easier. Calling,
training, testing and other aspects of your workflow are easier to do. In addition, you save the CPU/IO hit and time
overhead of moving data from one format to another before you can use it. The biggest advantage is at the end of the
process. Moving your model from development to production is vastly simplified by already having it in the same
database in development that will use the model in production.[10]



For database administrators and architects, see a wide variety of advantages. Security, and simplicity of
architecture are possibly the biggest benefits. Databases have intense levels of built-in security: compaction,
encryption, role-based access, etc. In addition, because so much work can be done inside a single location, data
management architecture can be simplified. Fewer tools need to interface to make things worksmoothly.[10]

Since we have established the multitude of benefits that accompany in-database machine learning, the next logical thing
to know is how to actually implement it in projects. We will look at some of the best and recent applications of indatabase ML, that solve a problem that would be prevalent in traditional DBMS workflows.
II. INSTANCES OF SOME TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES IMPLEMENTED IN ADBMS
Before starting with the actual implementations, let’s understand a few basic concepts and techniques implemented in a
DBMS to boost its efficacy.
A. Indexing inDBMS
Indexing is a way to optimize the performance of a database by minimizing the number of disk accesses required when a query
is processed. It is a data structure technique which is used to quickly locate and access the data in a database. Indexes are created
using a few database columns.[32]
The most common traditionally used indexing technique is B-/B+ tress or variations of it.

Fig. 1. Categorical representation of B- trees (also applicable for B+ trees) [55]

A B+ tree is an m-ary treewith a variable but often large number of children per node. A B+ tree consists of a root,
internal nodes and leaves. [54] The root may be either a leaf or a node with two or morechildren.
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Fig. 2. A simple B+ tree example linking the keys 1–7 to data values d1-d7. The linked list (red) allows rapid in-order traversal. This particular
tree'sbranching factor is b=4.[54]

Fig. 3. B+ tree indexing [18]

B. Retrofitting inDMBS
Retrofitting is a graph-based learning technique for using lexical relational resources to obtain higher quality semantic
vectors. It is applied as a post-processing step by running belief propagation on a graph constructed from lexicon-derived
relational information to update word
vectors. This allows retrofitting to be used on pre-trained word vectors obtained using any vector training model.[16]

Fig. 4. Flowchart for retrofitting in DBMS [53]

C. Cardinality Estimation in DBMS
Cardinality Estimation model is set on four basic assumptions:
 Independence: Data distributions on different columns are assumed to be independent of each other, unless correlation
information is available and usable.
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Uniformity: Distinct values are evenly spaced and that they all have the same frequency. More precisely, within each
histogram step, distinct values are evenly spread and each value has same frequency.
Containment (Simple): Users query for data that exists. For example, for an equality join between two tables, factor in
the predicates selectivity1 in each input histogram, before joining histograms to estimate the join selectivity.
Inclusion: For filter predicates where Column = Constant, the constant is assumed to actually exist for the associated
column. If a corresponding histogram step is non-empty, one of the step's distinct values is assumed to match the value
from thepredicate.

Sometimes, alternative query formulations or other measures are possible and these are pointed out:









Queries with predicates that use comparison operators between different columns of the same table.
Queries with predicates that use operators, and any one of the following aretrue:
There are no statistics on the columns involved on either side of theoperators.
The distribution of values in the statistics is not uniform, but the query seeks a highly selective value set. This
situation can be especially true if the operator is anything other than the equality (=) operator.
The predicate uses the not equal to (!=) comparison operator or the NOT logicaloperator.
Queries that use any of the SQL Server built-in functions or a scalar-valued, user-defined function whose argument
is not a constantvalue.
Queries that involve joining columns through arithmetic or string concatenationoperators.
Queries that compare variables whose values are not known when the query is compiled and optimized. [52]

D. Performance Regression inDBMS
The practical art of constructing database management systems (DBMSs) involves a morass of trade-offs among query
execution speed, query optimization speed, standards compliance, feature parity, modularity, portability, and other goals. It is
no surprise that DBMSs, like all complex software systems, contain bugs that can adversely affect their performance. The
performance of DBMSs is an important metric as it determines how quickly an application can take in new information and
use it to make new decisions. Both developers and users face challenges while dealing with performance regression bugs.
First, developers usually find it challenging to manually design test cases to uncover performance regressions since DBMS
components tend to have complex interactions. Second, users encountering performance regressions are often unable to report
them, as the regression-triggering queries could be complex and database-dependent. Third, developers have to expend a lot
of effort on localizing the root cause of the reported bugs, due to the system complexity and software
developmentcomplexity.[6]
III. CASE STUDIES:
A. RETRO: Relation Retrofitting For In-Database Machine Learning on Textual Data[1]
This paper proposes a novel approach to learn numerical representations of text values in databases, capturing the best of
both worlds, the rich information encoded by word embeddings and the relational information encoded by database tables.
There are massive amounts of textual data residing in databases, valuable for many machine learning (ML) tasks. Since ML
techniques depend on numerical input representations, word embeddings are increasingly utilized to convert symbolic
representations
such
as
text
into
meaningful
numbers.
However,
a
naive
one-to-one
mappingofeachwordinadatabasetoawordembedding vector is not sufficient and would lead to poor accuracies in ML tasks.
Thus, there is a need to additionally incorporatetheinformationgivenbythedatabaseschema into the embedding, e.g. which
words appear in the same column or are related to each other. In this paper,relation retrofitting has been considered as a
learning problem, whose solution is an efficient algorithm. The impact of various hyperparameters on the learning problem is
investigated and good settings for all of them have been devised. The evaluation shows that the proposed embeddings are
ready-to-use for many ML tasks such as classification and regression and even outperform state- of-the-art techniques in
integration tasks such as null value imputation and linkprediction.[1]
This paper presents a novel approach for generating learned representations for text values in database systems which find
application in a wide range of ML tasks. We introduced RETRO, a novel framework which allows generating relational,
retrofitted embeddings for an arbitrary database in a fully automated fashion. In this way, one can easily apply machine
learning tasks like regression, binary, and multi-class classification tasks to databases. We validated RETRO experimentally
by building standard feed-forward ANNs for classification and regression tasks. The experiments exhibit that RETRO
embeddings outperform pre-trained, plain embeddingsbutalsoretrofittedembeddingslearnedusing the approach of Faruqui et al.
In addition, we showed the applicability of the RETRO-generated embeddings for data integration tasks like missing value
imputation and link prediction where it achieves state-of-the-art performance.
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Fig. 5. Relational Retrofitting: original word embedding W0 and relation T (left), retrofitted word embedding W and augmented relation T + (right) [1]

The advantages of RETRO are manifold:


RETRO exploits the knowledge encoded by pre- trained word embeddings to find meaningful vectors for all terms in
adatabase.



RETRO is able to reflect relational meanings of words that cannot be captured by pure word co- occurrences [56] and
modify word vectors to specialize in a specifictask.



RETRO does not rely on re-training, which allows us to incrementally maintain the word vectors whenever the data in
the database changes. Hence, the learned representations are incrementally updateable which is an important
requirement for in-database ML systems.



RETRO is applicable to different types of word vectors, either pre-trained or specifically trained for a givendomain.

Fig. 6. Runtime of Relational Retrofitting [1]

B. Active Learning for ML Enhanced Database Systems[2]
In many production deployments, the ML models’ performance degrades significantly when the test data diverges from the
data used to train these models. This paper, addresses this performance degradation by using B- instances to collect additional data
during deployment. The paper proposes an active data collection platform, ADCP, that employs active learning (AL) to gather
relevant data cost effectively. In this, the researchers have developed a novel AL technique, Holistic Active Learn er (HAL), that
robustly combines multiple noisy signals for data gathering in the context of database applications. HAL applies to various ML
tasks, budget sizes, cost types, and budgeting interfaces for database applications. ADCP is evaluated on both industry-standard
benchmarks and real customer workloads. The evaluation shows that, compared with other baselines, the technique improves ML
models’ prediction performance by up to 2 times with the same cost budget. In particular, on production workloads, this technique
reduces the prediction error of ML models by 75% using about 100 additionally collectedqueries.
The training-test data mismatch can significantly limit the applicability of ML techniques in databases, especially in
production deployments. We propose an active data collection platform (ADCP) to address this issue by collecting more labeled
data with extra resources. We formulate an AL problem to collect labels for specific target test data, and design a simple yet
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effective AL strategy, HAL, that is robust to unreliable signals, cost-sensitive, and batch-friendly. Empirically, ADCP greatly
improves the ML model’s performance with small resource budget, and HAL significantly outperforms state-of-the-art AL
baselines in a wide range of scenarios. We contend that this is a crucial step towards building a complete ML pipeline to enhance
databasesystems.
ADCP:
An active data collection platform (ADCP) to collect labels to adapt the ML model to the production workload.
The ADCP uses additional resources to collect the labels during production workloads. As shown in Figure 7, an ADCP connects
to the ML applications in the production database and the labeling handlers in the B-instances / replicas. The ADCP can acquire
the target test data and the ML model from the specific ML application in the database, e.g., the optimizer’s plan search space for
the production workload

Fig. 7. Active Data Collection Platform (ADCP) [2]

The ADCP actively collects training data with additional resources and returns new labels to retrain the ML model. and the
ECP (PRP) model used by the optimizer. The ADCP can also invoke the labeling handler to execute a query plan and acquire
its label, e.g., the plan’s execution cost, for model retraining.
The users shall adopt the ADCP in the following steps:
1.

The users specify the ML application whose model needs improvement and the resource budget for collectingdata.

2.

The ADCP acquires the target (unlabeled) data generated by the production database and the MLmodel’s predictions
on the targetdata.

3.

The ADCP selects a batch of points from the target data under the resource budget, and invokes labeling handlers to
get the actual labels for thesepoints.

4.

The ML model is retrained with the newly collected data.

5.

The new model is installed back to the ML application to make predictions for theML enhanced components in the
productiondatabase.

The users may optionally specify an iteration number for the data collection and model retraining before installingthe model
back to the application. In this case, the ADCP will repeat 3 and 4 for the specified number of iterations while ensuring that
the resources consumed stay underbudget.
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Fig. 8. HAL Execution Example – HAL selects two points to label under the budget [2]
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HAL:
The paper presents a novel AL strategy, Holistic Active Learner (HAL), that addresses the ADCP’s AL challenges.
Steps to implement HAL:
We now illustrate the execution of HAL using a running example,
1.

Prepare the necessary information by deriving the sampling weight and perform clustering on the target data.

2.

Initialize the algorithm’s relevant states, including theselectedpoints(None),thequalifiedpoints(all
5 points), and the redundant points (None) as defined in Algorithm. HAL maintains the set of redundant points by
tracking the IDs of the clusters that reach the rejection threshold.

3.

Sample one point with a cost 4 according to weight. HAL updates the remaining budget to 2. It calculates the qualified
points (2 points) under the new budget, and the clusters (1 cluster) that reach the rejection threshold.

4.

Sample a second point with a cost 2. After this step, there are no qualified points since the budget is 0. There are also two
redundant clusters given the selected points.

5.

Return the selected points and terminate, since the budget has beenexhausted.

There are several interesting future directions for this work. For example, ADCP may jointly learn a labeling cost estimation
model with the newly labeled points. There is also the opportunity to combine the additionally collected labels for the individual
production workload into a global model with better generalization. The early investigations also show that adjusting the training
weight after collecting more labels, like covariate shift correction, can further benefit the model error reduction on the target data.
It is suggested to view this work as the first step towards tackling the holistic AL problem that arises from applying ML to
complex databasesystems.
C. Machine Learning-based Cardinality Estimation in DBMS on Pre-AggregatedData:[5]
For cardinality estimation, a lot of example queries have to be executed during the model training phase to learn a datadependent ML model leading to a very time-consuming training phase. Many of those example queries use the same base
data, have the same query structure, and only differ in their predicates. Thus, index structures appear to be an ideal
optimization technique at first glance. However, their benefit is limited. To speed up this model training phase, the core idea
is to determine a predicate-independent pre- aggregation of the base data and to execute the example queries over this preaggregated data. Based on this idea, we present a specific aggregate-enabled training phase for ML- based cardinality
estimation approaches in this paper. As it goes to show with different workloads in our evaluation, we are able to achieve an
average speed up of 63 with our aggregate-enabled trainingphase.
The paper proposes the case for cardinality estimation as a candidate for database support of machine learning for DBMS.
It detailed an approach for pre-aggregating count information for cardinality estimation workloads. It uses grouping sets, a
well-known database data structure, to reduce the data to be scanned by example queries for cardinality estimation with
machine learning models. This reduces the execution time of a given workload even though the researchers spend extra time
to construct the intermediate datastructures.

Fig. 9. Overview of ML-based cardinality estimation approaches [5]

For the experiments, they used the original workloads for the local and global ML model approaches on the IMDB
dataset. The IMDB contains a snowflake database schema with several millions of tuples in both the fact and the dimension
tables. As already presented in Section 2.3, the global model workload contains 100,000 queries. The local model workload
consists of three consecutive workloads where each workload has 5,000 queries more than the previous one. This corresponds
to an increase of one local model per workload. That means, they have four workloads for our experiments: one for a global
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model and three workloads for an increasing number of local models. Moreover, all experiments are conducted on an AMD
A10- 7870K system with 32GB main-memory with PostgreSQL 10 as the underlying databasesystem.
In the experiments, the researchers measured the workload execution times, whereby we distinguish three different execution
modes:


Base Data w/oIndexes:
ML workload is executed on the IMDB base data without any index on the base data.



Base Data w/Indexes:
ML workload is executed on the IMDB base data with indices on all columns in use.



Grouping Set(GS):
ML workload is executed on pre-aggregated data as determined by our approach.

The first two execution modes are our baselines because both a currently used in the presented ML model approaches for
cardinality estimation. Moreover, the workloads are executed for all three different execution modes using the PythonPostgreSQL bridge.

Fig. 10. Localal model evaluation results. [5]

For both types of ML models for cardinality estimation, our aggregation-enabled training phase offers a unique
database-centric way to reduce execution time.
Table 1 summarizes our evaluation results. The overhead introduced by the construction of a grouping set is much
smaller than the savings in execution time. So, grouping sets reduce the workload execution times and amortize their own
construction time. Overall, the benefits of grouping sets as a aggregation-enabled training phase for machine learning-based
cardinality estimation can be shown. This is advantageous, especially for the local model approach. The simpler structure of
the local model workloads is better supported by grouping sets because they contain fewer combinations of columns and
fewer distinct values. These are exactly two of the assets for grouping sets identified in This leads to a significantly higher
performance speed up for local model workloads than for global model workloads. Thus, we can afford a larger number of
local models to reach the schema coverage of a global model. Even if these models request more queries than the global
model, their benefits from the use of grouping sets outweigh the higher number of queries. This makes up for the major
disadvantage of the local approach to have numerous models to be competitive to a globalmodel.
This case has a strong potential to be applied to the other similar machine learning problems, like plan cost modeling
or indexing. It likens the potential to machine learning workloads for any of these machine learning problems in DBMS
where information about the data in the DB is aggregated. These parallels make grouping sets and therefore DB support
beneficial for ML for DBMS in general.
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Fig. 11. Global model evaluation results. [5]
Table. 1: Execution times ML workloads (gs: grouping sets). [5]

D. APOLLO: Automatic Detection and Diagnosis of Performance Regressions in Database Systems[6]
The practical art of constructing database management systems (DBMSs) involves a morass of trade-offs among query
execution speed, query optimization speed, standards compliance, feature parity, modularity, portability, and other goals. It is no
surprise that DBMSs, like all complex software systems, contain bugs that can adversely affect their performance. The
performance of DBMSs is an important metric as it determines how quickly an application can take in new information and use it
to make new decisions. Both developers and users face challenges while dealing with performance regression bugs. First,
developers usually find it challenging to manually design test cases to uncover performance regressions since DBMS components
tend to have complex interactions. Second, users encountering performance regressions are often unable to report them, as the
regression-triggering queries could be complex and database-dependent. Third, developers have to expend a lot of effort on
localizing the root cause of the reported bugs, due to the system complexity and software development complexity. Given these
challenges, this paper presents the design of APOLLO, a toolchain for automatically detecting, reporting, and diagnosing
performance regressions in DBMSs. We demonstrate that APOLLO automates the generation of regression-triggering queries,
simplifies the bug reporting process for users, and enables developers to quickly pinpoint the root cause of performance
regressions. By automating the detection and diagnosis of performance regressions, APOLLO reduces the labor cost of developing
efficientDBMSs.
We implement APOLLO with 3,054 lines of Python code and 156 lines of C++ code. We develop SQLFUZZ based on SQLSmith
and Random Query Generator (RQG) We leverage DynamoRIO to collect execution traces in SQLDEBUG. During the fuzzing,
we use the TPC-C benchmark in our fuzzing and corresponding evaluations. In particular, we use the queries as a corpus for
bootstrapping SQLFUZZ and execute the queries on the tables contained in the benchmark. We configure the benchmark’s scale
factor to be one and 50 for fuzzing and validation, respectively.
Our evaluation aims to answer the following questions:


Regression Detection: Is APOLLO effective at finding performance regressions in real-world DBMSs? How effective is
SQLFUZZ at removing falsepositives?



Query Reduction: Can SQLMIN outperform RAGS on reducing discovered queries? How effective are
differentstrategies?



RegressionDiagnosis:CanSQLDEBUGlocalizethe root cause of detected performanceregressions?

Table. 2: APOLLO Configuration [6]
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Query Patterns: Can the feedback improve the performance of fuzzing? Are there certain query patterns that are
strongly correlated with performanceregressions?

Experimental Setup:
Evaluating APOLLO on two DBMSs:
SQLite (v3.23 and v3.27.2) in the client-server mode, and PostgreSQL (v9.5.0 and v11.1) in the embedded mode. We
evaluate APOLLO on a server with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6140 CPU (32 processors) and 384 GB of RAM. We ran
APOLLO on these systems for two months using the configuration shown in Table 2..
Fuzzing Performance:
On average, SQLFUZZ effectively produces and executes
5.8 queries per second. Although the query mutation is efficient, about 68% of the generated queries are discarded due to
syntax or semantic errors. To improve the performance, we utilize multi-threaded fuzzing. Also, SQLMIN and SQLDEBUG
can process one regression- triggering within 30 minutes.

Fig. 12. Importance of feedback and query clauses. Table (a) shows impact of feedback-driven fuzzing. Figure (b) and (c) show importance of query clauses.
Red and green-colored bars indicate that regression-triggering queries contain the associated clauses more and less frequently compared to normal queries,
respectively. [6]

E. Intelligent Indexing—Boosting Performance in Database Applications by Recognizing Index Patterns [7]
An issue that most databases face is the static and manual character of indexing operations. This old-fashioned way of
indexing database objects is proven to affect the database performance to some degree, creating downtime and a possible impact
in the performance that is usually solved by manually running index rebuild or defrag operations. Many data mining algorithms
can speed up by using appropriate index structures. Choosing the proper index largely depends on the type of query that the
algorithm performs against the database. The statistical analyzers embedded in the Database Management System are neither
always accurate enough to automatically determine when to use an index nor to change its inner structure. This paper provides an
algorithm that targets those indexes that are causing performance issues on the databases and then performs an automatic
operation (defrag, recreation, or modification) that can boost the overall performance of the Database System. The effectiveness of
proposed algorithm has been evaluated with several experiments developed and show that this approach consistently leads to a
better resulting index configuration. The downtime of having a damaged, fragmented, or inefficient index is reduced by increasing
the chances for the optimizer to be using the proper indexstructure.
ANNs are, by definition, a non-linear classifier, which suits the nature of the distribution of our data. They have also shown
the lowest testing errors when comparing with other algorithms such as K-NN, described in the testing section, that is the main
reason why the ANN model is included in the proposed algorithms. The algorithm is applied to a simulated environment and
compared with a real DBMS. The results have been extracted by randomizing six distributed data sets of hits to a given table. The
study compares the use of this algorithm with the merging module versus the traditional algorithm embedded in most DBMS
when advising the use of the creation or removal of a given index. The overall latency determines the efficiency of any data that is
currently being accessed, which provides a straight forward insight. It compares the latency of accessing random searches in a
table with the simulated environment where the same data is obtained by using our hybrid algorithm. Based on the dynamic
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character of the index generation, the latency of the reads improves. However, the cost of having a learning algorithm embedded
in the DBMS exists, and it is part of the system’s overhead. The DBMS implementing this technique checks the structure of their
indexes and modifying them if necessary, regularly. The simulation has been done by storing the information of the latencies and
indexes linked to a set of queries in the standard DBMS combining all possible indexes. Then we have applied the outcome of the
ANN model, forcing the DBMS to choose the indexes the ANN recommends for the same queries. We have ignored the index
recommendations that are the same as the ones that the standard DBMS uses. Table 4 shows the different ones. The number of
queries used in our study has been increasing withastepm=10%foreverynewrandomdistribution
(new row). In the initial distribution (row 1), 10,000 queries have been run. The queries are randomly accessing fragment
(rows) of the tables of the case of study. The main literals
of the queries have been randomly chosen. The simulation automatically generates the ranges of last names and towns. That
means that the sets of values of the tables are being randomly elected, offering guarantees of a more robust system.

Table. 3: Comparative costs at different intervals of reads access [7]

Table 3 shows the average calculation of the overall costs obtained by the same queries in different batches. The table
compares a standard DBMS index optimizer with our intelligent merging based technique. When running this comparative in
the target databases, the database buffer pool and cache queries were disabled.

Table. 4: Comparative sensitivity and specificity of the three models. Comparative costs at different intervals of reads access [7]

Table 4 compares the sensitivity, also called the true positive rate (TPR) and the specificity (true negative rate— TNR) of the
three approaches. It displays the true positives (TP), the true negatives (TN), the false positive (FP), the false negative ( FN)
and the rates (TPR and TPN) along with the AUCROC, which represents represents TPR vs. False positive rate (FPR). In
ML, performance measurement is an essential task. So when it comes to a classification problem, an Area Under The Curve
Receiver Operating Characteristics (AUCROC) curve can be used to check or visualize the performance of the multi-class
classification problem. It is one of the most important evaluation metrics for checking any classification model’sperformance.
Figure 13, depicts the comparative results in terms of random scatter searches and by comparative the resulting trends
(continuous comparative).

Fig. 13. Results in the target database using proposed model. Random search comparative trends.. [5]
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F. Database Schema Matching Using MachineLearning with Feature Selection[9]
Schema matching, the problem of finding mappings between the attributes of two semantically related database schemas, is an
important aspect of many database applications such as schema integration, data warehousing, and electronic commerce.
Unfortunately, schema matching remains largely a manual, labor-intensive process. Furthermore, the effort required is typically
linear in the number of schemas to be matched; the next pair of schemas to match is not any easier than the previous pair. In this
paper we describe a system, called Automatch, that uses machine learning techniques to automate schema matching. Based
primarily on Bayesian learning, the system acquires probabilistic knowledge from examples that have been provided by domain
experts. This knowledge is stored in a knowledge base called the attribute dictionary. When presented with a pair of new schemas
that need to be matched (and their corresponding database instances), Automatch uses the attribute dictionary to find an optimal
matching. The paper also reports initial results from the Automatch project.

Fig. 14. Weighted tripartite graph for representing individual attribute scores.[9]

Fig. 15. Minimum-Cost-Maximum-Flow graph for finding optimal schema matching [9]

First, we measured the performance of Automatch without any attempt at optimizing the dictionary through feature
selection; that is, we use the Bayesian approach to score matches and the flow graph approach to optimize matches. Using
cross validation, we achieved a performance of 66% (measured as the harmonic mean of soundness and completeness). In a
separate experiment, we used random guessing to match the same schemas and achieved a performance of 10%. Next, we
compared the three feature selection strategies and assessed their impact on schema matching. Figure 16 shows the
performance for schema matching for each of the feature selection strategies. The x- axis is the percentage of low-scoring
features that have been discarded, and the y-axis is the performance, measured as the harmonic mean of soundness and
completeness. The leftmost point in the graph corresponds to our first experiment with no feature selection. Initially, with 5%
feature reduction, all the feature selection strategies improve performance by at least 6%. The strategies then perform
comparably up to 60% reduction. At levels of reduction over 80%, IG and LR continue to produce improved matching
performance (relative to no feature selection) while MI falls below performance with no feature selection. All three feature
selection strategies improve performance when compared to the initial performance with no feature selection (though the
level to which they sustain this improvement varies). This observation indicates that all of these approaches are acceptable for
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reducing the feature space. Furthermore, if we are seeking the most ambitious reduction in the feature space, LR is preferable
to IG which is preferable toMI.

Fig. 16. Harmonic mean of soundness and completeness (y-axis) as the feature set is reduced in increments of 5 percent (x-axis) [9]

Significant findings and contributions of this paper were:
The Automatch system is a new and viable approach to eliminate the schema-matching bottleneck present in modern database
applications. The results are encouraging as they show performance that exceeds 70%(measured
as the harmonic mean of the soundness and the completeness of the attribute matchingprocess).
Statistical feature selection can be used to improve the performance of Automatch.
The improvement is in three areas:
1.

in the storage requirements for the auxiliary knowledgebase,

2.

in the computational costs of the matching algorithm

3.

in the quality (soundness and completeness) of the results.

It is estimated that statistical feature selection can be used to improve the performance of other automated schema- matching
approaches that must deal with high-dimensional feature spaces.
Statistical feature selection incurs little overhead in Automatch since we are using a probabilistic learning approach. Learning
after feature selection consists simply of normalizing the probabilities of the remaining features.
In contrast, other machine learning approaches (e.g. neural networks, rule learners, etc.) must execute their respective learning
algorithms after feature selection is completed.
IV. CONCLUSION
Afterthethoroughdiscussionoftheselectedcasestudies, we can conclude that in-database ML can be implemented in various
aspects to either conceive a solution to a pre-existing problem posed by the traditional data science workflow or to
gainasignificantboostinperformance.Thispaperservesthe purpose of bringing the readers up-to date regarding the various
advancements made in this field. This in turn shall motivatethemtoimplementthesameintheirworkflows.
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